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Dear Colleagues:

It is my pleasure to present this listing of scholarly achievements by the faculty of the University of Illinois Springfield, and I hope you will take a few moments to review the entire compilation. It represents academic publications and presentations delivered in state, regional, national, and international venues during the 2014 calendar year, and it’s an impressive array. Taken as a whole, the annual listing is a tangible reflection of our abiding commitment to a true teacher-scholar model, in which scholarship and teaching are realized as mutually enlivening and enriching activities.

As you know, we traditionally limit entries in the annual listing to peer-reviewed publications and presentations, which are the time-honored, public forms of faculty scholarship. Nevertheless, we also know that faculty members engage in many other scholarly activities that contribute to the generation and dissemination of new knowledge and to the development of their academic disciplines and professional fields. The value of these activities, including but not limited to manuscript review and selection, serving on editorial boards, and organizing conference panels, should never be underestimated. Such engagement is also a well-recognized mark of the teacher-scholar.

The teacher-scholar model is, indeed, alive here at UIS, and in the spirit of celebrating excellence in scholarship, I extend sincere congratulations on all of your scholarly accomplishments in 2014, and best wishes for your continuing success.

Lynn Pardie
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Provost
2014 Faculty Achievements

Atul Agarwal
Management Information Systems


Heather Bailey
History

Refereed Paper – “‘So Russians are Christians!’: The St. Alexander Nevsky Church in Paris and French Encounters with Orthodoxy.” Presented at the 46th Annual Convention of the Association for the Advancement of East European, Eurasian, and Slavic Studies, San Antonio, TX.

Kristi Barnwell
History


Deborah Baudler
Clinical Laboratory Science

Invited Address/Lecture – “Case of the Silent Killer.” Presented at the Kansas Society for Clinical Laboratory Science-Missouri Society for Clinical Laboratory Science-Kansas City Chapter of the Clinical Laboratory Management Association (KSCLS-MoCLS-KCCLMA) Conference, Overland Park, KS.


David Bertaina
History


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Apostasy and Conversion from Islam to Christianity: Medieval Perspectives.” Presented at the World Religions World Church Colloquia, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN.


LEO BIN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION


BRYTTON BJORNGAARD ART, MUSIC, AND THEATRE

CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – “Carufel Henna” (logo & website). Hudson, WI.


ROBERT BLANKENBERGER PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION


REFEREED PAPER – “Overmatching, Affirmative Action and Success for Low Income Students” with E. Lichtenberger and D. Franklin. Presented at the Association for Institutional Research Annual Forum, Orlando, FL.

DENISE BOCKMIER-SOMMERS HUMAN SERVICES


JOURNAL ARTICLE – “The Use of Service Learning to Develop Multicultural Counseling Competencies.” Rehabilitation Counselors and Educators Journal.
REFEREEED PAPER – “Developing Multicultural Cultural Competencies by Using Service Learning.” Presented at the National Association of Multicultural Rehabilitation Concerns Annual Conference, St. Louis, MO.

LEONARD BOGLE


PETER BOLTUC

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “Is There an Inherent Moral Value in the Second Person Relationship?” in *Inherent and Instrumental Values*, G. Abbarno (ed.)

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “Objectivity in Economics” in *Economic Theory and Public Policy*, M. Bunyk and I. Kiyanka, eds.


JOURNAL ARTICLE – “Lost and Found in Virtual Space.” *Kultura i Historia*.


Suzanne Borland  


Leonard Branson  


JOURNAL ARTICLE – “Community Demographics, Hospital Size and Hospital Charity Care” with M. Buxton, L. Chen, and J. Smith. *International Journal of Business and Public Administration.*


REFEREED PAPER – “The Adoption of a Document Retention Policy in Non Profit Organizations” with M. Buxton and M. Canny. Presented at the International Academy of Business and Public Administration Disciplines Conference, Dallas, TX.

LEANNE BRECKLIN

CRIMINAL JUSTICE


BEVERLY BUNCH

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION


MEAGAN CASS

ENGLISH AND MODERN LANGUAGES


CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – “ActivAmerica” Bluestem.


REFEREED PAPER – “Using Technology to Engage Online Students in the UIS Campus Student Arts & Research Symposium (StARS)” with C. Switzer, L. Morsch, M. Gribbins, S. Reminger, and A. Walsh. Presented at the Online Learning Consortium International Conference, Orlando, FL.

LISA CHEN

ACCOUNTANCY

JOURNAL ARTICLE – “Community Demographics, Hospital Size and Hospital Charity Care” with M. Buxton, L. Branson, and J. Smith. International Journal of Business and Public Administration.

MICHAEL CHENEY

COMMUNICATION

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Parliamentary Procedure and Incidental Motions.” Presented at the National Education Association – Alaska Delegate Assembly, Anchorage, AK.

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “The Beatles 2nd US Tour – Fall 1964”. Presented at the Association for Women in Communication, Springfield, IL.

VICTORIA CHILDS

TEACHER EDUCATION PREPARATION

REFEREED PAPER – “I Choose C: Learner-Centered Strategies to Promote Engagement in the University Classroom” with B. Kahn and C. Wilson. Presented at the Hawaii International Conference on Education, Honolulu, HI.


ADAM CLAY

ENGLISH AND MODERN LANGUAGES


SARAH COLLINS

STUDENT LEARNING SERVICES


VICKIE COOK

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Course Design with Mobile Learners in Mind” with M. Gribbins and R. Schroeder. Presented at the 20th Annual Online Learning Consortium International Conference, Orlando, FL.


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Rethinking Course Design for Mobile Learners” with M. Gribbins and R. Schroeder. Presented at the 30th Annual Conference on Distance Teaching and Learning, Madison, WI.


ADRIANA CROCKER  
POLITICAL SCIENCE

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “Two Decades of Gender Quotas in Argentina: Diffusion and Its Effects” in Women and Politics in Latin America: Changes and Continuities, N. Archenti and M. Tula, eds.

PANEL PRESENTATION – “Women and Post-Colonialism” with R. Das and E. Shehabuddin. Presented at the International Studies Association of the Midwest (MISA), Duluth, MN.

REFEREED PRESENTATION – “Gender Quota Legislation in the Argentine Provinces: A Case of Uneven Implementation.” Presented at the Midwest Political Science Association Annual Conference, Chicago, IL.

SCOTT DAY  
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP


CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “Online Learning in Illinois High Schools: The Voices of Principals!” with A. Picciano and J. Seaman in Exploring the Effectiveness of Online Education in K-12 Environments, T. Heafner, T. Petty, and R. Hartshorne, eds.

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “The Power of a Collaborative, Collegial Approach to Improving Online Teaching and Learning” with K. Swan, L. Bogle, and D. Matthews in Quality Assurance in Online Distance Education: Improving Practice at the Program, Teaching and Resource Levels, K. Shattuck, ed.

JOURNAL ARTICLE – “Pedagogical Approaches to MOOC’s” with K. Swan, L. Bogle, and T. Van Prooyen. eMentor.


LAN DONG

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “American Born Chinese” in Comics through Time: A History of Icons, Idols, and Ideas, M. Booker, ed.

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “Critical Reception in the Cultural Homeland: Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior in China” in On the Legacy of Maxine Hong Kingston: The Mulhouse Book, S. Ludwig and N. Zagni, eds.


REFEREED PAPER – “Not the Same, but Not Bad: Consuming Vietnamese America.” Presented at the Tri-Annual Southeast Asians in the Diaspora Conference, Minneapolis, MN.

KEENAN DUNGEY


RICHARD FUNDERBURG


RICHARD GILMAN-OPALSKY

BOOK (MONOGRAPH) – Precarious Communism: Manifest Mutations, Manifesto Detourned. Autonomedia.

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “On the Poetry, Not Poems, of John Gruntfest” in Future Che, J. Gruntfest, ed.


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Anti-‘Communist’ Communism in the Graveyard for Orthdoxies.” Presented at Loughboro University, Leicestershire, United Kingdom.

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Autonomist Theory and Politics.” Presented at the University of Essex, Colchester, United Kingdom.


SHARON GRAF

ART, MUSIC, AND THEATRE & SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Bowed Chordophones of the World.”
Presented at the Illinois State Museum and Collections Center, Springfield, IL.


REFEREED PANEL PRESENTATION – “No Woman No Cry, To Kill a Mockingbird and a ‘Married Life’ (from *Up*): Narratives, Ontology and Epistemology Through Music Examples” with S. Lio, T. Saunders, and Y. Stamatis. Presented at the 57th National College Music Society Conference, St. Louis, MO.


REFEREED PAPER – “Steamboat in a Cornfield: Banjos, Fiddles, and Mississippi Riverboats in the Songs of John Hartford.” Presented at the 57th National College Music Society Conference, St. Louis, MO.

SHIPRA GUPTA

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION


REFEREED PAPER – “Style Consumption: Its Role in Sustainable Apparel Consumption” with E. Cho and Y. Kim. Presented at the American Collegiate Retailing Association, Dallas, TX.


JAE SIK HA

COMMUNICATION


RASSULE HADIDI

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS


JAMES HALL

EMERITUS, MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “State DOT Practices in Improving Safety Programs through Data Governance.” Presented at the International Traffic Records Forum, St. Louis, MO.


RESEARCH REPORT – Burke III. Prepared for Illinois Center for Transportation.

ANNE-MARIE HANSON

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES


TENA HELTON

ENGLISH AND MODERN LANGUAGES


JACQUELINE JACKSON

EMERITA, ENGLISH AND MODERN LANGUAGES

BOOK (MONOGRAPH) – The Round Barn, a Biography of an American Farm (Vol. 3). Beloit College Press.

CAROL JESSUP

ACCOUNTANCY


BRIAN KAHN

TEACHER EDUCATION PREPARATION


REFEREED PAPER – “We Have Finally Arrived! The Design and Implementation of a New Middle Level Teacher Licensure Program.” Presented at the Association for Middle Level Education (and Professors of Middle Level Education) National Conference, Nashville, TN, and published in conference Proceedings.

RANJAN KARRI MANAGEMENT


LENORE KILLAM PUBLIC HEALTH


LIANG KONG MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES


JOHN LAUBERSHEIMER LIBRARY INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

REFEREED PRESENTATION – “InfoSkills2Go: Bridging the Information Literacy Gap between High School and College” with D. Ryan. Presented at the American Library Association Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV.

MICHAEL LEMKE BIOLOGY


REFEREED PAPER – “Response of Zooplankton Communities to Restoration of a Shallow Floodplain Lake at Emiquon Preserve, Illinois” with A. Lemke and J. Beaver. Presented at the Emiquon Science Conference, Lewistown, IL.

REFEREED PAPER – “Secondary Production of Benthic Macroinvertebrates in a Newly Restored Lake” with M. Benedict and A. Lemke. Presented at the Emiquon Science Conference, Lewistown, IL.


SHOON LIO

SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY


RONALD LOUI

COMPUTER SCIENCE


JOHN MARTIN

CHEMISTRY


ARTICLE – “SN 2014-G is a Type II-L” with T. Eenmae, S. Grammer, and R. Humphreys. *Astronomer’s Telegram*.


REFEREED PAPER – “Eta Carinae Continues to Evolve.” Presented at the 103rd Fall Meeting of the American Association of Variable Star Observers, Woburn, MA.

ANN MCCAUGHAN

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT COUNSELING


REFEREED PAPER – “Art Therapy as a Supervision Tool: Reflective Practice for Exploring Biases” with K. Lee. Presented at the North Central Association for Counselor Education and Supervision Conference, St. Louis, MO.

REFEREED PAPER – “Utilizing Guided Reflection to Analyze Critical Incidents” with K. Lee. Presented at the North Central Association for Counselor Education and Supervision Conference, St. Louis, MO.
KAY MCCCHESNEY  


AMY MCEUEN


REFEREEED PAPER – “Should We Embrace or Reject Floristic Quality Indices as We Work to Restore Tallgrass Prairies?” with E. Staley, C. Troxell-Thomas, D. McIntosh, and K. Peecher. Presented at the Emiquon Science Symposium, Lewiston, IL.

STEPHEN MCMINN


MICHELE MILLER


WILLIAM MILLER

TED MIMS  

REFEREED PAPER – “Challenges of Developing and Implementing Successful Online Degree Programs.” Presented at the Symposium on Computing at Minority Institutions, Association of Computer and Information Science/Engineering Departments at Minority Institutions (ADMI), Virginia Beach, VA.

RONDA MITCHELL  


LAYNE MORSCH  


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Transforming the Chemistry Lab Notebook with Elements.” Presented at the American Chemical Society Division of Chemical Education Fall Newsletter, online.


REFEREED PAPER – “ChemDraw for iPad as a Tool for Classroom Engagement.” Presented at the Biennial Conference on Chemical Education, Allendale, MI.


REFEREED PAPER – “Elements of Science Education: Joint PerkinElmer and University of Illinois Springfield Pilot on Collaborative Chemistry” with H. Keil and N. Encina. Presented at the 248th Annual American Chemical Society National Meeting, Dallas, TX.


REFEREED PAPER – “Using Technology to Engage Online Students in the UIS Campus Student Arts & Research Symposium (StARS)” with C. Switzer, S. Reminger, M. Gribbins, M. Cass, and A. Walsh. Presented at the Online Learning Consortium International Conference, Orlando, FL.

LAUREL NEWMAN

REFEREED PAPER – “Developing Quality Online Degree Programs” with D. Ferk. Presented at the Distance Teaching and Learning Conference, Madison, WI, and published in conference Proceedings.


ALI NIZAMUDDIN


SIBEL OKTAY KARAGUL


CAROLYN PECK

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Compassion Fatigue and Burnout in Geriatric Care Managers.” Presented at the Alzheimer’s Association Annual Conference, Peoria, IL.
INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Disability as a Stage of Life.” Presented at the Illinois Coalition Against Sexual Assault Conference, Springfield, IL.

RESEARCH REPORT – “Enhancing Our Understanding of Who We Serve: Strength vs. Deficit Perspectives.” Prepared for the Illinois Department on Aging Peer Review Process, and presented at the Governor’s Conference on Aging and Disability, Chicago, IL.

WILLIAM PHILLIPS

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP


JASON PIERCESON

POLITICAL SCIENCE

BOOK (MONOGRAPH) – Same-Sex Marriage in the United States: The Road to the Supreme Court and Beyond. Rowman & Littlefield.


HAMED QAHRI SAREMI

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

JOURNAL ARTICLE – “Factors Affecting Adoption of Internet Banking” with A. Montazemi. The European Financial Review.

REFEREED PAPER – “The Effectiveness of Electronic Word of Mouth on Consumers’ Perceptions of Adopting Products/Services – a Literature Review” with A. Montazemi. Presented at the 10th International Conference on Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST), Barcelona, Spain.

GARY REINBOLD

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION


KAREN REINKE

PSYCHOLOGY

SHERYL REMINGER


REFEREED PAPER – “Measuring Student Veteran Experiences” with B. Werner, I. Mason, and F. Shen. Presented at the Summit on Student Veteran Success, Buffalo, NY.


REFEREED PAPER – “Using Technology to Engage Online Students in the UIS Campus Student Arts & Research Symposium (StARS)” with C. Switzer, L. Morsch, M. Gribbins, M. Cass, and A. Walsh. Presented at the Online Learning Consortium International Conference, Orlando, FL.

ELIZABETH RIBARSKY

BOOK REVIEW – *The Developmental Course of Romantic Relationships* by B. Ogolsky, S. Lloyd, and R. Cate in *Relationship Research News*.

JOURNAL ARTICLE – “The Frankenstein Project: Examining Media’s Role in Constructing Romantic Relationship Ideals.” *Communication Teacher*.

REFEREED PRESENTATION – “Elevating the Student Experience: Active-Learning Approaches to Teaching Gender and Sexuality.” Presented at the Central States Communication Association Conference, Minneapolis, MN.

DONNA ROGERS SKOWRONSKI


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Protecting Your Digital Footprint.” Presented at the Central Regional Meeting of the Illinois Association of Administrative Professionals Conference, Normal, IL.

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Smart Learning with Smart Devices – First Steps.” Presented at the Southern Illinois University Summer Academy for Illinois Educators, Springfield, IL.

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Smart Learning with Smart Devices – Lessons Learned.” Presented at the Annual Conference of the Illinois Business Educators Association, Normal, IL.

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Smart Learning with Smart Devices – The EICAR Study.” Presented at the Illinois Association of Career & Technical Education, Bloomington, IL.


REFERENCE PAPER – “How Does the Death of Oscar Grant Relate to Trayvon Martin?” Presented at the Annual Conference on Diversity & Globalization, Decatur, IL.


REFERENCE PRESENTATION – “Getting Better Research from Your Students” with S. Sagmoen and N. Weichert. Presented at the Faculty Summer Institute, Champaign, IL.
REFEREED PRESENTATION – “InfoSkills2Go: Bridging the Information Literacy Gap between High School and College” with J. Laubersheimer. Presented at the American Library Association Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV.

REFEREED PRESENTATION – “Measure Twice, Cut Once” with N. Weichert. Presented at the Information Literacy Summit, Chicago, IL.

SARAH SAGMOEN

REFEREED PRESENTATION – “Getting Better Research from Your Students” with D. Ryan and N. Weichert. Presented at the Faculty Summer Institute, Champaign, IL.

ELHAM SAHEBKARKHORASANI


PAMELA SALELA


Tiffani Saunders


REFEREED PANEL PRESENTATION – “No Woman No Cry, To Kill a Mockingbird and a ‘Married Life’ (from *Up*): Narratives, Ontology and Epistemology Through Music Examples” with S. Lio, S. Graf, and Y. Stamatis. Presented at the 57th National College Music Society Conference, St. Louis, MO.

RAY SCHROEDER

JOURNAL ARTICLE – “Efficiency through Expansion is the Key to Success.” *The EvoLLLution Illuminating the Lifelong Learning Movement.*

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Ahead of the Wave: Predicting and Preparing for the Future of Higher Education.” Presented at the Annual Distance Teaching and Learning Conference, Madison, WI.

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Course Design with Mobile Learners in Mind” with V. Cook and M. Gribbins. Presented at the Annual Online Learning Conference, Orlando, FL.

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Emerging Technologies for Online Learning” with V. Cook, L. Morsch, and M. Gribbins. Presented at the Annual Online Learning Conference, Orlando, FL.


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Leading Online Learning and Innovation in Today’s Higher Education Climate” with V. Cook. Presented at the Annual Online Learning Conference, Orlando, FL.


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Partnerships and Possibilities.” Presented at the Canadian Association of University Continuing Education Deans and Directors Annual Conference, Toronto, Canada.

INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Re-Thinking Course Design for Mobile Learners” with V. Cook and M. Gribbins. Presented at the Annual Distance Teaching and Learning Conference, Madison, WI.

HINDA SEIF

SOCIology/ANTHropology


JOURNAL ARTICLE – “‘Layers of Humanity’: Interview with Undocuqueer Artivist Julio Salgado.” *Latino Studies*. 

**PETER SHAPINSKY**


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “The Greatest Pirate in Japan.” Presented at the Center for Japanese Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.

REFEREED PAPER – “Cross-Cultural Cartography at the Court of Ōtomo Sōrin.” Presented at the Association for Asian Studies Annual Conference, Philadelphia, PA.

**FRANCES SHEN**


REFEREED PAPER – “Role of Internalized Stereotyping, Parental Pressure, and Support on Asian Americans’ Major Choice.” Presented at the American Psychological Association Annual Convention, Washington, DC.

**YONA STAMATIS**

CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – Section Violin, Illinois Symphony Orchestra, Sangamon Auditorium, Springfield IL, and Bloomington Center for the Performing Arts, Bloomington IL.


REFEREED PANEL PRESENTATION – “No Woman No Cry, To Kill a Mockingbird and a ‘Married Life’ (from Up): Narratives, Ontology and Epistemology Through Music Examples” with S. Lio, S. Graf, and T. Saunders. Presented at the 57th National College Music Society Conference, St. Louis, MO.

NATHAN STEELE

MANAGEMENT


DAVID STOESZ

SOCIAL WORK

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “Historia del Trabajo Social en los Estados Unidos” with E. Moya and M. Lusk in Trabajo Social una Historia Global, T. Garcia and R. Garcia, eds.


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “A Theory of the Welfare State.” Presented at the University of Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom.


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Online Education” with H. Karger. Presented at the Council on Social Work Education Annual Program Meeting, Tampa, FL.


ANN STRAHLE

COMMUNICATION

REFEREED PAPER – “Ritual Signs of Religion through Military Communication.” Presented at the International Conference on Journalism and Mass Communication (JMComm), Singapore.

MEGAN STYLES  ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES


SHIPENG SUN  ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES


KAREN SWAN  EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “Investigating Informal Blending at the University of Illinois Springfield” with W. Bloemer in Blended Learning Research Perspectives (Vol. 2), A. Picciano, C. Dziuban, and C. Graham, eds.

CHAPTER(S) IN EDITED BOOK – “Preparation for Future Learning: Exploring the Efficacy of Problem-Based Learning and Cross Curricular Experiences” with P. Vahey, M. van’t Hooft, M. Kratcoski, K. Rafanan, T. Stanford, L. Yarnell, and D. Cook in Essential Readings in Problem-Based Learning, H. Leary, ed.


INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “Building Learning Communities Online.” Presented at the Lilly International Conference on College Teaching, Oxford, OH.
INVITED ADDRESS/LECTURE – “On Improving Student Learning in Online Education.” Presented at Rutgers University-Camden Faculty eLearning Conference, Camden, NJ.


REFEREED PAPER – “Improving Student Success and Institutional Efficiencies Using the PAR SSMX Approach” with S. Datson. Presented at the Learner Analytics Summit, Adelphi, MD.


REFEREED PAPER – “Scaling Faculty Development In Online And Blended Course Design & Delivery: Epigeum's Teaching Online” with P. Banner, L. Dringus, J. Richardson, and J. Headley. Presented at the Blended Learning Conference Workshop, Denver, CO.


REFEREED PAPER – “Using Big Data and Predictive Analytics to Improve Advising, Retention, and Learning Outcomes” with W. Bloemer, V. Cook, and E. Welch-Boles. Presented at the Faculty Summer Institute, Champaign, IL.

CARRIE SWITZER PSYCHOLOGY

REFEREEED PAPER – “Using Technology to Engage Online Students in the UIS Campus Student Arts & Research Symposium (StARS)” with L. Morsch, M. Gribbins, S. Reminger, M. Cass, and A. Walsh. Presented at the Online Learning Consortium International Conference, Orlando, FL.

RIAZ TEJANI


ERIC THIBODEAUX-THOMPSON

CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – Played the role of “Another Man” in Rachel Joseph’s play The Message at the 35th Annual Mid-America Theatre Conference, Cleveland, OH.

CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – Played the role of “Pete” in Josh Patterson’s play Quantum of Significance at the 35th Annual Mid-America Theatre Conference, Cleveland, OH.

CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – Played the role of “Ray” in Norman A. Bert’s play Haboob at the Association for Theatre in Higher Education Conference, Scottsdale, AZ.

MISSY THIBODEAUX-THOMPSON

CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – Played the role of “LC” in Ron Zank’s play Wonders Never Cease at the 35th Annual Mid-America Theatre Conference, Cleveland, OH.

CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – Played the role of “Lucy” in Joe Stollenwerk’s play Red Sky at Night at the 35th Annual Mid-America Theatre Conference, Cleveland, OH.

CREATIVE WORK/PERFORMANCE – Played the roles of “Old Marie” and “Marie of Romania” in Robert Plowman’s play The Missing Link at the Association for Theatre in Higher Education Conference, Scottsdale, AZ.
REFERENCES

TIH-FEN TING

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES


REFEREED PAPER – “Survival and Movement Patterns of Franklin’s Ground Squirrels in an Agriculture-Dominated Landscape.” Presented at the 106th Annual Meeting of the Illinois State Academy of Science, University Park, IL.


TRACI VAN PROOYEN

TEACHER EDUCATION PREPARATION


JOURNAL ARTICLE – “Pedagogical Approaches to MOOC’s” with K. Swan, L. Bogle, and S. Day. eMentor.

PRESENTATION & POSTER PRESENTATION – “Fashioning the Use of Wearable Technology (Google Glass)” with K. McElwrath. Presented at the National Distance Learning Week at Clemson University, Clemson, SC.

PRESENTATION & POSTER PRESENTATION- “The Dispositions and Character of a Teacher: Can Anyone Be a Great Teacher?” Presented at the Hawaii International Conference on Education, Honolulu, HI.

REFEREED PAPER – “Are Dispositions on the Endangered Species List?” Presented at the National Network for the Study of Educator Dispositions, Highland Heights, KY.


JORGE VILLEGAS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION


BENJAMIN WALSH

MANAGEMENT


REFEREED PAPER – “Team Civility Climate Mitigates Deviant Reactions to Organizational Constraints” with O. Clark. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, Honolulu, HI.

RESEARCH REPORT – “Child Care Center Stress Project: A Feedback Report Based on the Survey 1 Data Collection” with S. Burst and A. Burrus. Prepared for Community Child Care Connection, Inc.

JUNFENG WANG

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION


NANCY WEICHERT

LIBRARY INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

REFEREED PRESENTATION – “Getting Better Research from Your Students” with D. Ryan and S. Sagmoen. Presented at the Faculty Summer Institute, Champaign, IL.
REFEREED PRESENTATION – “Measure Twice, Cut Once” with D. Ryan. Presented at the Information Literacy Summit, Chicago, IL.

RYAN WILLIAMS  CRIMINAL JUSTICE


CINDY WILSON  TEACHER EDUCATION PREPARATION


REFEREED PRESENTATION – “I Choose C: Learner-Centered Strategies to Promote Engagement in the University Classroom” with V. Childs and B. Kahn. Presented at the Hawaii International Conference on Education, Honolulu, HI.


ROBERT WRIGHT  BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

JOURNAL ARTICLE – “Student Focused Marketing: Impact of Marketing Higher Education Based on Student Data and Input.” College Student Journal.

MARCEL YODER  PSYCHOLOGY


REFEREED POSTER PRESENTATION – “Student Perceptions of Learning Journals in Online Courses” with K. Weitekamp. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association, Chicago, IL.
Dr. Elizabeth Kosmetatou, Associate Professor of History, is regarded as an expert on the period in Hellenistic history between the deaths of Alexander the Great in 323 BCE and of Cleopatra VII in 30 BCE. Her scholarship involves the interdisciplinary study of the story of the Attalids of ancient Pergamon, the votives of the temple of Artemis, and the epigrams of the poet Poseidippus of Pella.

The depth and range of Professor Kosmetatou’s scholarship is a testament to her many academic skills and strengths, which include expertise in several areas of specialization, such as the analysis of ancient coins, inscriptions, literary and historiographical texts, and ancient politics. She is also fluent in English, Modern Greek, Dutch, German, French, Italian, Spanish, and Turkish languages, and she has a reading knowledge of classical Greek, Latin, Biblical Hebrew, Coptic, and Pharaonic Egyptian.

Dr. Kosmetatou has published multiple peer-reviewed journal articles and book chapters and has additional work in progress, including projects titled *The Votives in the Delian Artemision* and *History and Society in the Classical Period*. She has also delivered numerous scholarly presentations at national and international conferences, organized international conferences in her field, and given invited guest lectures at universities in the U.S. as well as abroad.

Of equal importance, Professor Kosmetatou’s scholarship and expertise are deeply connected to and reflected in the courses that she teaches. She has garnered praise from students as well as colleagues for her enthusiasm, energy, and creativity as a teacher, and for the encouragement she provides to her students. Professor Kosmetatou teaches courses online and on campus, and she received the *Burks Oakley II Distinguished Online Teaching Award* in 2012.
PAST UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS

2014
David Bertaina
Associate Professor, History

2013
Hua Chen
Associate Professor, Biology

2012
Lan Dong
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